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Multiple Choice

Choose the best answer for each of the following 12 questions, for a total of 12 marks.

1 1. The original designers/developers of the Unix operating system were:

(a) Ritchie and Thompson

(b) Kernighan and Ritchie

(c) Gates and Balmer

(d) Simon and Garfunkel

(e) obviously insane

1 2. The Mach operating system was:

(a) an example of a layered OS design

(b) an example of a micro-kernel OS design

(c) later renamed Mac OS X

(d) developed at the University of Calgary in the 1980s

(e) developed at the University of Saskatchewan in the 1980s

1 3. User Mode Linux (UML) is an example of:

(a) a virtual machine

(b) a virtual processor

(c) a virtual memory

(d) a virtual file system

(e) a virtual reality

1 4. The su command on a Linux system allows a user to:

(a) suspend the execution of a selected process

(b) start up the system following a shutdown

(c) temporarily assume the identify of the superuser (or another user)

(d) invoke legal proceedings to collect financial damages for suffering

(e) remotely start their SUV in cold weather
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1 5. One example of a hardware solution to the critical section problem is:

(a) Peterson’s Algorithm

(b) Banker’s Algorithm

(c) Test and Set

(d) Compare and Shop

(e) Compare and Pray

1 6. The second-chance (clock) algorithm is an efficient approximation technique for:

(a) LRU page replacement

(b) LFU page replacement

(c) benchmarking file system performance

(d) benchmarking raw disk I/O performancne

(e) two, but not all, of the above

1 7. With the FIFO page replacement policy, and enough space for storing 3 page frames,
the memory page reference string ‘ABCABDDCABCD’ would produce:

(a) 5 page faults

(b) 6 page faults

(c) 7 page faults

(d) 8 page faults

(e) none of the above

1 8. The primary difference between iSCSI and SCSI is that iSCSI:

(a) supports interactive data transfers

(b) supports direct data transfers between inodes

(c) is used for portable media devices like iPods

(d) supports data transfers over a network using the Internet Protocol

(e) none of the above
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1 9. The superblock in a Linux file system is important because:

(a) it holds all of the inodes

(b) it contains all file system configuration parameters

(c) it is owned by the superuser

(d) it is owned by the superintendent

(e) it is owned by Superman

1 10. The cylinder group optimization in the Unix Fast File System was designed to:

(a) increase the size of data blocks used

(b) increase the storage capacity of disks

(c) increase the maximum file size permitted

(d) reduce the number of head seeks during typical file operations

(e) provide easy containment of viruses and malware

1 11. A typical Linux file system uses:

(a) contiguous space allocation for all files in the file system

(b) a linked-list approach for storing file data blocks

(c) a direct indexed approach for storing file data blocks

(d) an indirect indexed approach for storing file data blocks

(e) a combination of both (c) and (d)

1 12. Modern implementations of the Network File System (NFS):

(a) use caching to improve file system performance

(b) use state information to improve system security (and performance)

(c) allow TCP and UDP as transport-layer protocols

(d) can operate over local-area and wide-area networks

(e) all of the above
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OS Concepts and Definitions

12 13. For each of the following pairs of terms, define each term, making sure to clarify the
key difference(s) between the two terms.

(a) (3 marks) “short-term scheduler” and “long-term scheduler”

(b) (3 marks) “binary semaphore” and “counting semaphore”

(c) (3 marks) “deadlock prevention” and “deadlock avoidance”

(d) (3 marks) “Network-Attached Storage (NAS)” and “Storage Area Network (SAN)”
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Processes and Inter-Process Communication (IPC)

10 14. Answer the following questions about processes and inter-process communication.

(a) (2 marks) What is a process control block?

(b) (2 marks) What is a context-switch?

(c) (3 marks) Multiple processes can communicate with each other using shared-memory
IPC techniques. How does shared-memory IPC work? Give some examples of the Linux
system calls that can be used for shared-memory IPC.

(d) (3 marks) Multiple processes can communicate with each other using message-passing
IPC techniques. How does message-passing IPC work? Give some examples of the
Linux system calls that can be used for message-passing IPC.
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Process Synchronization

10 15. Answer the following questions about process coordination and synchronization.

(a) (2 marks) What is a race condition?

(b) (2 marks) What is a critical section?

(c) (3 marks) What are the primary mechanisms that an applications programmer can
use to ensure correct process synchronization when manipulating shared data? Give
some examples from Linux or Windows if you wish.

(d) (3 marks) What are the primary mechanisms that a systems programmer can use
to ensure correct process synchronization when manipulating shared data? Give some
examples from Linux or Windows if you wish.
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Memory Management

12 16. Answer the following questions about OS memory management.

(a) (3 marks) One motivation for page-based memory management is the concern about
memory fragmentation. What is the “fragmentation” problem? Why does it occur?

(b) (3 marks) In memory management, two different types of fragmentation can occur,
namely internal fragmentation and external fragmentation. Clarify the differ-
ences between these two types of fragmentation. Which one is solved by the use of
fixed-size page frames?

(c) (3 marks) In class, we made a logical (quantitative) argument for why the “sweet spot”
of typical page frame sizes is usually between 1024 bytes (1 KB) and 4096 bytes (4 KB)
in modern operating systems. What are the primary technical reasons for this? That
is, give at least 2 reasons why page sizes smaller than this would be a poor choice, and
at least 1 reason why page sizes larger than this would be a poor choice.

(d) (3 marks) Some operating systems have hardware support that allows multiple page
sizes to be used, perhaps even simultaneously on the system (e.g., the Intel architecture
that we discussed in class). Are multiple page sizes a good idea? Why, or why not?
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Virtual Memory Systems

12 17. While virtual memory systems allow processes to execute with only part of their
address space in memory at a given time, it creates the possibility of a page fault, wherein
a process must be temporarily suspended when it references a valid page of its address space
that is not currently in main memory.

(a) (6 marks) What are the 6 main steps involved in servicing a page fault? Draw a
diagram if you wish.

(b) (2 marks) What hardware mechanisms are required in order to make virtual memory
systems efficient? How do they work? Give at least two examples.

(c) (4 marks) In class, we discussed the “top 10 cool things” that you can do with virtual
memory systems that would be difficult or impossible to do in classical operating
systems based solely on swapping. List any 4 of these cool things, and explain why
they are useful.
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File Systems

12 18. Answer the following questions about file systems and the Linux file system.

(a) (3 marks) One of the decisions to be made in operating system design is whether to
include the file system as part of the core kernel or not. Give at least 2 reasons why
making the file system part of the OS would be a good idea, as well as at least 1 reason
why implementing the file system outside the OS might make sense.

(b) (3 marks) Give 3 examples of file meta-data (i.e., file attributes) that are maintained
in a typical file system (e.g., Linux or Windows).

(c) (3 marks) One file system design decision is to choose between “structured” or “un-
structured” files. Explain what is meant by each of these terms. Which approach is
used in the Linux file system?

(d) (3 marks) Another file system design decision is to choose between “typed” or “un-
typed” files. Explain what is meant by each of these terms. Which approach is used
in the Linux file system?
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Linux System Details

10 19. The following page shows the output from a particular user’s recent session on a local
Linux system. Use this output and your knowledge of Linux to answer these questions.

(a) (1 mark) What programming language is being used in this example?

(b) (1 mark) What is the name of the source code file being used in this example?

(c) (1 mark) What inode number does the source code file have in the file system?

(d) (1 mark) What is the name of the object code file used in this example?

(e) (1 mark) How large (in bytes) is the object code file used in this example?

(f) (1 mark) What specific type of executable file is it?

(g) (1 mark) How many processes are created when the final command is executed?

(h) (3 marks) What is the output produced when the final command is executed?
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[carey@csl]$ ls

a.out meow meow.c

[carey@csl]$ cat meow.c

/* Test program for CPSC 457 final exam */

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <unistd.h>

int main()

{

int pid;

printf("I like chicken!\n");

pid = fork();

if( pid == 0 )

{

printf("I like napping!\n");

sleep(60);

execlp("./meow", "meow", NULL);

printf("I like noodles!\n");

}

else if( pid > 0 )

{

printf("I like liver!\n");

execlp("/bin/date", "date", NULL);

printf("I like tuna!\n");

}

printf("Please deliver!\n");

}

[carey@csl]$ cc -o meow meow.c

[carey@csl]$ file meow

meow: ELF 32-bit LSB executable, Intel 80386, version 1 (SYSV), for GNU/Linux 2.6.9, dynamically

[carey@csl]$ ls -lis

17908146 8 -rwxr-xr-x 1 carey profs 5254 Apr 17 13:38 a.out

17908147 8 -rwxr-xr-x 1 carey profs 5331 Apr 17 13:50 meow

17908148 4 -rw-r--r-- 1 carey profs 522 Apr 17 13:47 meow.c

[carey@csl]$ date

Sat Apr 17 13:48:31 MDT 2010

[carey@csl]$ ./meow
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Future OS Trends

10 20. One recent trend in operating systems research has been on virtualization, particu-
larly in the management and operation of large-scale systems, such as enterprise computing
systems, data centres, high-performance computing clusters, or cloud computing facilities.

(a) (3 marks) What is a virtual machine? Why is this concept especially useful for those
who manage large-scale computing systems?

(b) (3 marks) What is a virtual file system? Why is this concept especially useful for
those who manage large-scale computing systems?

(c) (4 marks) What are other additional technical issues that the managers of large-scale
computing systems must consider? Are there virtualization strategies that might be
appropriate for these issues, or not? What other solutions would you recommend?

*** THE END ***
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